
2. John Adams was the second cousin of fellow founding father MELASU Adams.

3. Thomas Jefferson was fluent in six different GGULNAASE.

4. James Madison has a famous arena named for him in New York City, called Madison Square RDNEAG.

5. James Monroe was the first president to have a child RMRYA while he was in office.

6. John Quincy Adams was the first President to have his OOTHPPHGRA taken.

7. Andrew Jackson was the last president to have fought in the MANRICEA UOREONVTIL.

8. Martin Van Buren was the first president to speak English as a second language. His family spoke CTDUH.

9. William Henry Harrison gave the longest inauguration ECEHPS ever, at 8,500 words long. He was even standing outside in the snow as he did it!

10. John Tyler had the most children out of any president – NFTIFEE!

11. James K. Polk fulfilled all of his ICNAAPMG EOMPISRS

12. Zachary Taylor did not TOEV until the age of 62.

13. Millard Fillmore was an apprentice to a LTHOC maker in his teens.

14. Franklin Pierce’s birthplace site is now underneath a man-made KLAE.

15. James Buchanan was the only president who was not DREIRMA.
16. Abraham Lincoln is the only president to hold a TNAEPT. He invented a device that helps move boats.

17. Andrew Johnson was the only former president to serve in the EENSTA.

18. Ulysses S. Grant was the first president to work for the rights of AVNETI CNMREIAAS

19. Rutherford B. Hayes and his wife, Lucy, did not keep any LCAOHO in the White House.

20. James Garfield’s Inaugural Ball was held in a building that is now part of the HSMIONTSNIA OISTITUTINN

21. Chester A. Arthur had a stained glass ODWIWN put in the church across the street from the White House in memory of his wife, so he could see it while he worked. It is still there to this day.

22. Grover Cleveland was a distant relative of Moses Cleveland, the general that the city of Cleveland, HIOO was named after

23. Benjamin Harrison was the DRAONSNG of former president William Henry Harrison.

24. Grover Cleveland was the only president to be voted into office WETIC in nonconsecutive terms.

25. William McKinley’s inauguration ceremony was the first to be DEMFIL.

26. Theodore Roosevelt worked as New York City’s OLPIEC Commissioner before becoming president, where he made great reforms.

27. William Howard Taft had to have a special BBTHAUT installed in the White House after he got stuck in the first one.

28. Woodrow Wilson is the only president to have a Ph. D. EGEDER.

29. Warren G. Harding was a WNESERPAP publisher before entering politics.
30. Calvin Coolidge was born on the Fourth of July.

31. Herbert Hoover entered TDNFOASR University in its first year as a college.

32. Franklin D. Roosevelt loved to collect TSSMPA.

33. Harry S. Truman’s DEDLMI EMAN was simply ‘S’.

34. Dwight D. Eisenhower was the only president to serve in both ORDLW RSAW.

35. John F. Kennedy was the SUNTOYGE elected president.

36. Lyndon B. Johnson was a high school AHCRETE before entering politics.


38. Gerald R. Ford was an GLEAE UOCST as a teen.

39. Jimmy Carter was awarded the OLEBN ECPEA RZEP1 in 2002.

40. Ronald Reagan rose to fame as an OCART before becoming president.

41. George H.W. Bush was named an honorary HGKITN by the Queen of England.

42. Bill Clinton was famous for being a XAHPNOES player.

43. George W. Bush was a OTPLI in the Texas Air National Guard from 1968-1973.

44. Barack Obama has won two MYMRGA awards.